PROPOSAL 89

5 AAC 92.052. Discretionary permit hunt conditions and procedures.
Allow hunters to possess registration permits for both caribou (RC860) and moose (RM865) while hunting in Unit 20E as follows:

Change the regulation to read you may possess both the RC860 and RM865 at the same time.

What is the issue you would like the board to address and why? Why hunters may not possess both RC860 caribou and RM865 moose tags at the same time. If a hunter is in the field and possesses a great RM865 moose tag and should come upon a herd of caribou, in order to change his tag he must return from the field back into town and change his tag and return to the field. Possibly costing 12-15 hours in which time the herd might not be anywhere to be found. Many of us see no reason not to be able to possess both tags and hunt both animals at the same time.
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